The complete
LP view
PERSPECTIVES 2019

What do LPs think of their managers? How do they feel about fees? What are they planning to do this year?

Private Equity International ’s LP Perspectives survey answers all these questions and more, providing a
detailed overview of the asset class.
Scroll through the slides or click on the links below to go to the key sections
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Click here

The basics – starting with fees
The crucial themes that govern LPs' thinking begin with fees but encompass restructurings, due diligence and more

To what extent do you agree that fees charged by private equity
funds are difficult to justify internally:
2.4%
16.7%

Joe Torsella, Pennsylvania
state treasurer, speaking at the
Pennsylvania Association of Public
Employee Retirement Systems
conference in May

34.5%

46.4%

Strongly agree

Source: Private Equity International

”At least one simple,
low-cost passive
strategy would have
performed far better
[than private equity],
and saved a fortune”

Agree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

to read the full LP
Perspectives report

Click here

Restructurings are difﬁcult territory
GPs are increasingly instigating restructuring processes on old funds to move assets into a new vehicle. LPs were asked in
these circumstances, whether they believed:

The costs of the process were fairly divided
between the GP and the fund?

You have sufficient time to decide whether to
roll over or cash out?

22.0%

32.5%
42.7%
44.6%

35.4%
22.9%

Yes

Source: Private Equity International

No

Not been party to a restructuring

Yes

Source: Private Equity International

No

Not been party to a restructuring

to read more
on secondaries

Click here

Style drift is a concern
This can take many forms – such as investing in a new sector, buying public stocks or acquiring larger companies

Which best describes your assessment of GP investment behaviour
in the last 12 months?
8.3%

1.2%

35.7%

I see occasional examples of 'style drift' among my GPs

54.8%

GPs are remaining disciplined and sticking to their investment thesis

I see widespread examples of 'style drift' among my GPs

Source: Private Equity International

Other

“Style drift tends
to occur right now
[in the cycle]. It
doesn’t occur when
you’re in a trough”
Andrea Auerbach, head of global
private investments group,
Cambridge Associates

to read more on
style drift

Click here

Gender is on the agenda

to read more on
ESG

Almost half of limited partners include pay disparity at the GP as part of their due diligence

How significant a part do the following play in due diligence?
GP performance track record

97.6

GP team size and investment capacity

91.6

Investment thesis and style drift

89.0

Firm 'culture' at the GP level

61.0

Fund structural review

60.2

Succession planning and retention plans at the GP level

57.8

Fee validation

52.4

GP balance sheet / ﬁnancial strength

19.3

Gender pay gap at GP level
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There’s a stampede towards co-investment
It has become a crucial part of the relationship between LPs and GPs

Do you plan on investing in co-investment opportunities in private
equity over the next 12 months?
11.6%

“It’s gone from a
topic at most
fundraising
meetings, to a topic
at every fundraising
meeting”
Brian Gallagher, co-founder at
Twin Bridge Capital Partners

23.3%

65.1%

Yes

Source: Private Equity International

No

Unsure

Click here
to read more on
co-investment

Click here

Most LPs get full allocation
But just over a quarter have seen their allocations scaled back in most of their chosen funds

Thinking of the fundraises in the last 12 months that you expressed interest in,
which of the following describes your experience?
We have consistently received our full requested
allocation in our chosen funds

59.8

We have had our allocation scaled back in some of
our chosen funds

3.7

We have had our allocation scaled back in most of
our chosen funds due to excess demand

28.0

We have been unable to secure allocations in most
of our chosen funds

3.7

Have not made any new commitments in the last 12
months
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to read the slides
on allocation

Click here

Asia is attracting more capital

to return to the
contents page

PE has come of age in the region and global investors are arriving in droves

Which emerging market geographies will you
consider for investment over the next 12 months?

“In the past five
years, nearly 40
percent of our global
private equity
commitments have
been to managers
focused on the
Asian region”

Asia-Paciﬁc 84.1

Central / Eastern Europe 39.0

Latin America 31.7

Art Wang, managing director,
private markets at San Francisco
Employees’ Retirement System

Middle East and North Africa 17.1

Sub-Saharan Africa 13.4
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The GP-LP bond is strong

Click here
to read more
on GP-LP
relationships

From current ties to first-time funds, investors are positive about private equity

Thinking of your current fund manager relationships, would you
like to increase, maintain or decrease the number of relationships?

Private equity

52.6

Private debt

42.9

Private real estate

37.1

Infrastructure

28.4

0

29.9
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Source: Private Equity International
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Unsure
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LPs want to recommit to existing managers
As well as increasing the number of relationships, LPs are also looking to reinvest with their current GPs

Thinking of your current fund manager relationships, do you plan to make fresh
commitments to these managers over the next 12 months?
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27.3
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79.6

47.7

45.6

36.7

Private equity

Private debt

Private real estate

Infrastructure

Yes

No

Unsure

“It’s a cycle; there
are periods when
LPs retrench the
number of GP
relationships that
they have and then
gradually increase
them again if some
of the existing
managers don't
perform and need
to be replaced”
Brad Young, head of global
advisory services, Pavilion
Corporation

Click here
to read about
maintaining
relationships

Commitments are getting bigger
The influx in capital is accompanied by a willingness to increase investment levels

How will your average commitment size change over the next 12 months?
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Private debt

Increase

Source: Private Equity International

Stay the same

Decrease

Click here

to read the latest LP
commitments

This appetite for PE brings competition
Excess demand has left some LPs having allocations scaled back in their chosen funds

Thinking of your fundraises in the last 12 months that you expressed
interest in, which of the following describes your experience?

We have consistently received our full requested
allocation in our chosen funds

59.8

We have had our allocation scaled back in some of
our chosen funds

3.7

We have had our allocation scaled back in most of
our chosen funds due to excess demand

28.0

We have been unable to secure allocations in most
of our chosen funds

3.7

Have not made any new commitments in the last 12
months
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“What's happened
on the GP side is
they've become a lot
more thoughtful
about the kind of
investors they want”
Jim Strang, managing director,
head of EMEA, Hamilton Lane

Click here
to read more on
allocations

Track record is a key consideration for LPs
Performance is the main concern but LPs also monitor for style drift and the team's investment capacity

How significant a part do the following play in due diligence?

GP performance track record

97.6

GP team size and investment capacity

91.6

Investment thesis and style drift

89.0

Firm 'culture' at the GP level

61.0

Fund structural review

60.2

Succession planning and retention plans at the GP level

57.8

Fee validation

52.4

GP balance sheet / ﬁnancial strength

19.3

Gender pay gap at GP level
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Click here
to read more on
performance

Investors believe GPs can survive a correction
LPs are more optimistic their private equity deals have downside protection than their private debt deals

How confident are you that your GPs' deals have been structured sensibly enough to
withstand a downturn?
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Very conﬁdent

Source: Private Equity International

Somewhat conﬁdent

Neutral

Somewhat not conﬁdent

Very not conﬁdent

Click here
to read more on
private equity in a
downturn

Click here

LPs will consider ﬁrst-time funds

to return to the
contents page

As competition for commitments mounts, LPs are weighing up the pros and cons of debut funds

Do you invest in first-time funds?
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Yes, deﬁned allocation

No, we do not invest

No, but we plan to invest in future

A virtuous
circle:
PE in the
portfolio
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Click here

LPs are bullish on allocations...

to read how one
pension is building
out its programme

More than 20% of LPs are beneath allocation targets, and in the next 12 months, a third will increase their allocations

Please indicate your current allocation position
for the following asset classes:

How do you plan to change the target allocation
to these asset classes over the next 12 months?
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Source: Private Equity International

Private debt

Keep target allocation the same

Decrease target allocation

3. 9 5

Do not invest

Infrastructure

6. 8 2

Increase target allocation

4. 2 1

Private real estate

7. 0 6

Source: Private Equity International

0. 7 2

Invest opportunistically (no set allocation)

Under-allocated

Private equity

1. 1 2

At target allocation

Private debt

3. 3 6

Over-allocated

Infrastructure

6. 5 1

Private real estate

1. 3

Private equity

0

9. 4 6

0

0. 2 3
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Click here

…and have high hopes for returns in 2019

to read more about
how investors feel
about PE performance

More than 90% of investors believe their PE portfolios will continue to meet or exceed their benchmarks

How has private equity performed against its
benchmark over the past 12 months?

How do you feel private equity will perform
against its benchmark in the next 12 months?
8.5%

8.7%

41.5%

52.2%
39.1%
50.0%

Exceeded benchmark

Source: Private Equity International

Met benchmark

Fell below benchmark

Will exceed benchmark

Source: Private Equity International

Will meet benchmark

Will fall below benchmark

Click here

LPs appear satisﬁed with GP behaviour
Most investors believe their managers have deployed capital at an appropriate rate, although with occasional ‘style drift’

How do you view your GPs' rate of capital
deployment for the past 12 months?

10.7%

3.6%

How do you view your GPs' investment behaviour
in the last 12 months?

1.2%

8.3%

1.2%

15.5%
35.7%

54.8%

69.0%

They have deployed capital at an appropriate rate for this market

I see occasional examples of 'style drift' among my GPs

They have deployed capital too quickly

GPs are remaining disciplined and sticking to their investment thesis

They have not deployed capital quickly enough

Source: Private Equity International

Varies across GPs

Other

I see widespread examples of 'style drift' among my GPs

Source: Private Equity International

Other

to read about LP-GP
relationships

“It is about
balance. If
managers are
keeping an eye
on pricing
relative to
public markets
and other M&A
transactions,
and decide to
slow down on
this basis, then I
am more
comfortable
with a slower
investment
pace”
Angela Willetts, co-head
of private equity at
Capital Dynamics

Click here

An average LP...

to read the latest LP
commitments

14

Conducts due diligence
on 14 of them

87
Receives 87 fund
opportunities per
year

Source: Private Equity International

Click here

Sky-high valuations
Like 2018, extreme market valuations are viewed as having the biggest potential impact on private equity portfolios

Thinking of your private markets portfolio, which three factors will have the
greatest impact on performance over the next 12 months?
Extreme market valuations
Rising interest rates
US/China trade war
Access to top-choice PE funds
Availability of leverage in alternative
investment markets
Foreign exchange rates
Fee levels
Commodity price volatility
Impact of the UK’s exit from the European
Union
Natural disasters
Cybersecurity threat
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“The Federal
Reserve and
other monetary
authorities
around the
world are
creating these
bubbles to push
things to bigger
extremes on the
overvalued side
than we’ve
historically
seen”
Matt Clark, state investment
officer, South Dakota
Investment Council

to return to
the contents page

How LPs
feel about
secondaries
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The strategy is ﬁrmly in investors' thoughts
Trading fund stakes is a popular way to manage portfolios in private equity

Do you plan to buy or sell fund stakes on the secondaries market in the next 12 months?
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Yes, both buying and selling

Source: Private Equity International/LP Perspectives

Yes, buying only

Yes, selling only

Neither buying nor selling

Unsure

5.1
Private debt

Click here
to read PEI's
secondaries
coverage

LPs are also keen on secondaries funds
Vehicles are increasing in size, with Ardian and Lexington both seeking $12bn for their latest

Do you plan to commit capital to private equity secondaries funds
over the next 12 months?
11.5%

47.1%

41.4%

"It looks like the strategy is
firmly anchored in LPs'
investment agendas and is
here to stay"
Yes

Source: Private Equity International/LP Perspectives

No

Unsure

Bernhard Engelien, managing director,
Greenhill

Click here
to read more on
secondaries
in LPs' portfolios

There's plenty of places for LPs to put their money
Secondaries Investor's database tracks funds in market and LP commitments by appetite, strategy and geography

Top five funds in market

Ardian Secondary Fund VIII
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Lexington Capital Partners IX
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Coller International Partners VIII
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Strategic Partners Fund VIII
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Goldman Sachs Vintage Fund VIII
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*Esstimated at $6.5bn-$7bn
Source: Secondaries Investor
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Click here
to access
the database

Institutional investors continue to re-up
The database tracks which LPs have committed to which funds – click the links below to see the investor's profile

Known investors in ASF VIII
Size of commitment
Florida State Board of Administration

$200m

Tennessee Consolidated Retirement System

$150m

University of Houston System

$7.5m

Known investors in Lexington IX
Size of commitment
Florida State Board of Administration

$250m

Minnesota State Board of Investment

$150m

Anne Arundel County Retirement & Pension System

$25m

University of Houston System

$10m

"Secondaries have
become another tool to
manage our portfolio
and one that I believe
we will increasingly use
in the future"
John Bradley, senior investment
officer, Florida State Board of
Administration

Source: Secondaries Investor

Click here
to see Secondaries
Investor's fundraising
coverage

Click here

Fund restructurings divide opinion
GPs are increasingly instigating restructuring processes on older funds in order to move assets into a new vehicle.
LPs were asked whether they believed:

You have sufficient information to decide
whether to roll over or cash out?

You have sufficient time to decide whether to
roll over or cash out?

32.5%

35.3%
42.4%

44.6%

22.9%

22.4%

Yes

No

Have not been party to a restructuring

Source: Private Equity International/LP Perspectives

Yes

No

Have not been party to a restructuring

to read the full LP
Perspectives report
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